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Recommender systems have been used for suggesting the most suitable products and services 

for users in diverse scenarios. More recently, the need for making recommendations for groups 

of users has become increasingly relevant. In addition, there are applications in which recom-

mendations are required in a consecutive sequence. Group recommendations present a chal-

lenge for recommender systems: how to balance the preferences of the individual members of a 

group. On the other hand, when making recommendations for a group for multiple consecutive 

rounds, a recommender system has a possibility to dynamically try to balance the preference 

differences between the group members. 

This thesis suggests two novel group recommendation methods for multi-round group recom-

mendation scenarios: adjusted average aggregation method and average-min-disagreement ag-

gregation method. Both of the novel methods aim to provide a group with highly relevant results 

for the group while remaining fair for all group members. An experimental evaluation is designed 

and implemented as a 15-round recommendation sequence in order to assess the performance 

of the two novel methods. The experiment includes several types of groups with different degree 

of similarity between group members, to check the performance of the methods in various differ-

ent scenarios. A recently introduced recommendation method, sequential hybrid aggregation 

method, is used as a baseline method for multi-round group recommendation performance. 

The experimental results show that the two novel methods exceed the performance of the 

baseline method in all scenarios. Of the two novel methods, adjusted average method outper-

forms average-min-disagreement method in the early stages of the multi-round recommendation 

sequence. Average-min-disagreement method, on the other hand, achieves better overall results 

in the later stages of the multi-round recommendation sequence. Additionally, the average-min-

disagreement method achieves the most fair results for all group members in all scenarios. 

Key words and terms: recommender systems, group recommendations, multi-round recommen-

dations, fair recommendations.  
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1. Introduction 
Recommender systems are used increasingly in various application domains from music 
and movie recommendations to item and service recommendations on the internet. The 
constantly accelerating use of social media has created the need for making recommen-
dations to groups of users in addition to more traditional single-user recommendations. 
The balancing of the different preferences of a group’s users is a challenging requirement 
for any group recommender system. Additionally, if a group asks for recommendations 
in a consecutive sequence, the group recommendation task becomes even more challeng-
ing, if past interactions are taken into consideration. On the other hand, executing a se-
quence of group recommendations makes it possible for the recommender system to dy-
namically try to adjust and balance the satisfaction and disagreement of the individual 
users in the group during the sequence.  

Most recommender systems provide recommendations as a list of the most relevant 
items for a user. There are two main approaches to producing a recommendation list: the 
content-based method [2] and the collaborative filtering method [3]. Content-based rec-
ommender systems recommend items to the target user that are similar to the items the 
user has preferred in the past. Specifically, content-based recommender systems aim to 
identify target user preferences by analyzing the items the user has consumed in the past. 
The content-based movie recommender, for example, would then suggest new movies for 
the target user that are most similar to the profile of the user’s interests.  For a content-
based movie recommender the item features that are analyzed could include movie genre, 
actors, plot, movie duration, tags, themes, for example. Consider a movie recommenda-
tion scenario where the system has data that the target user has watched multiple movies 
with Tom Hanks in the cast and the most watched genres for the target user are comedy 
and drama. A content-based recommender system would likely then recommend such 
new movies to the target user that are tagged with drama and/or comedy genre as well as 
movies where Tom Hanks is acting. 

 Collaborative filtering recommender systems recommend items to the target user that 
other similar users have preferred. Consider a similar movie recommendation scenario as 
before, where the target user has given high ratings for drama and comedy movies and 
movies with Tom Hanks. The recommender would then recommend such movies to the 
target user that similar users have given high ratings for. 

For single-user recommendations, a recommender system has a relatively straightfor-
ward task to recommend to the target user the items that are most relevant to the user. But 
increasingly, there are situations where a recommender system is required to make rec-
ommendations for multiple users that are interconnected, namely group recommenda-
tions. Typical scenarios requiring group recommendation are finding a good restaurant 
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for family dinner, a travel destination for a group of friends, a book to read for a book 
club, a movie to watch at a movie night for a group of friends. Making recommendations 
for a group of users presents a challenge compared to standard single-user recommenda-
tions as it is unlikely that the group members share exactly the same preferences in any 
real-life scenario. Therefore, the recommender system has to be able to balance the pref-
erences of the individual users in the group. The problem of preference balancing can be 
considered from two points of view for the recommender system. First of all, the recom-
mender system should select items to recommend to the group that are highly relevant for 
all group members. Secondly, at the same time, the recommender system should try to 
ensure that each group member is not disproportionally satisfied or unsatisfied with the 
group recommendation result. In other words, the recommender system should aim to 
have all group members evenly satisfied with the group recommendation result. This sec-
ond viewpoint can be considered as minimizing the group disagreement that is the differ-
ence in the degree of satisfaction, or dissatisfaction, between group members, regarding 
the group recommendation result. 

In practice, there are many application domains where a user interacts with the rec-
ommender system for multiple times in a row, namely multi-round recommendations. 
The standard recommendation methods have no “memory”, but multi-round recommen-
dation methods also consider the past user interactions. Scenarios where a group of users 
require recommendations multiple times in a sequence can be considered as multi-round 
group recommendations. Multi-round group recommendations offer a possibility to fur-
ther balance the group recommendation results and to try to satisfy the group members 
more evenly. Such a scenario occurs when a group of friends get together weekly for a 
movie night, for instance. If one of the group members is more satisfied than other group 
members with the group recommendation result this week, a multi-round group recom-
mender system can give more weight to the other group members’ opinion when aggre-
gating the group recommendation result the following week. Or, if one of the group mem-
bers is unsatisfied with the group recommendation results this week, a multi-round group 
recommender system can give more weight to that user’s opinion when aggregating the 
group recommendation result the following week. 

In this thesis, two novel multi-round group recommendation methods are proposed 
that aim to produce high quality recommendation results with low disagreement between 
the group members. Both of the two proposed methods are based on collaborative filtering 
with the score aggregation approach to generating a group recommendation list. The two 
proposed methods share a common target of producing high quality results while main-
taining low group disagreement but have slight differences in the overall strategy. One of 
the methods considers the previous interactions of the group and dynamically increases 
the influence of those users that have less-than-average satisfaction from the previous 
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round. The other method uses a two-stage process for making the final group recommen-
dation list. In the first stage, the group recommendation list is generated using a score 
aggregation approach. In the second stage, the top items in the group recommendation 
list are reordered according to a function that minimizes the difference between the indi-
vidual users’ predicted ratings and the group-aggregated rating for each item. 

A hybrid multi-round group recommendation method was proposed by Stratigi et al.  
[9] that uses a weighted combination of two typical score aggregation methods for group 
recommendations and dynamically adjusts the weights during a group recommendation 
sequence. The method aims to generate a group recommendation list for a group, at each 
step of the recommendation sequence, with highly relevant items without sacrificing the 
opinions of the minority of the group. The method was recently shown to have better 
overall performance compared to standard group recommendation methods [9] and there-
fore can be justified as a baseline method for current multi-round group recommendation 
method performance. 

The main contributions of this thesis are the following: 
• A novel multi-round group recommendation method is proposed that takes 
into account the previous interactions of the group with the system and adjusts 
the influence a group member has with the final group recommendation list. 

• A novel multi-round group recommendation method is also proposed that uses 
a two-stage strategy for making the group recommendation list. In the first 
stage, the group recommendation list is generated with score aggregation and, 
in the second stage, the top items in the list are reordered to minimize group 
disagreement. 

• The performance of the proposed methods is evaluated and compared with a 
recently introduced hybrid multi-round group recommendation model in an 
experimental study. 

The thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. In Section 3, 
the main concepts for a multi-round group recommender system are presented. The de-
tails on the three multi-round recommendation methods that are used in the experiments 
are presented in Section 4. Section 5 describes the experimental setup and Section 6 pre-
sents the relevant results from the experimental evaluation. Finally, the thesis is con-
cluded in Section 7.   
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2. Related work 
The work most closely related to this thesis is the recent work [9] in which the authors 
proposed a novel multi-round group recommendation method, sequential hybrid aggre-
gation, that produces highly relevant recommendations for a group without sacrificing 
the minority opinion in the group. From the two novel methods proposed in this thesis, 
sequential adjusted average aggregation uses a similar strategy. While sequential hybrid 
aggregation can only consider the opinion of one user in the minority, sequential adjusted 
average considers all users with less-than-average satisfaction as the minority. The other 
proposed method, average-min-disagreement, uses a different strategy but with similar 
targets: to produce highly relevant results with low disagreement between group mem-
bers. 

2.1. Recommender systems 
Most recommender systems are designed to utilize user information to provide a user, or 
a group of users, with a list of items that are most relevant to them. There are two main 
approaches for this: the content-based method [2] and the collaborative filtering method 
[3]. Both approaches require prior knowledge of the items the target user has consumed 
in the past. The main difference between the two approaches is that a content-based rec-
ommender system requires more detailed knowledge of the items in the system that the 
user has not yet consumed, while a collaborative filtering recommender system does not 
require detailed knowledge of the items as such, but instead utilizes the ratings of other 
users in the system. Content-based recommender systems typically create a profile of the 
target user’s interests by analyzing the features of the items the user has consumed. Then, 
the system recommends to the user new items that are similar to the ones that the user has 
preferred in the past. 

Collaborative filtering recommender systems use the ratings of other users as the ba-
sis of recommendations for the user.  Collaborative filtering methods can be further di-
vided into two main approaches: model-based and memory-based collaborative filtering 
algorithms. [11] Model-based algorithms [12] predict ratings for the users in the system 
by first creating a model for the users’ behavior and then using these models to predict 
user preferences. Memory-based algorithms [13, 14] are based on a user-ratings matrix 
that contains the ratings each user has given to items in the system. A recommender would 
first locate similar users from the user-ratings matrix who have given similar ratings to 
the same movies as the target user. The ratings of similar users and a prediction function 
are then used to predict ratings for new items for the target user. Finally, the system will 
recommend to the target user the top items according to the predicted rating. 
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2.2. Group recommendations 
In many practical applications a group of users do not share identical preferences. This 
presents a challenge for a recommender system as it has to be able to balance the prefer-
ences of the individual users in the group. There are two main approaches to tackle this 
challenge, namely the so-called virtual user approach and score aggregation. [5] The vir-
tual user approach combines the group members’ preferences and generates a virtual user 
profile by aggregating the ratings of each group member. Then, standard single-user rec-
ommendations can be applied for that virtual user. The score aggregation approach uti-
lizes a single-user recommendation method to generate a recommendation list for each 
user in the group separately and then a group recommendation list is aggregated from 
each user’s individual recommendation list. In this thesis, the score aggregation approach 
is used in the proposed methods since the baseline method in the experiment, sequential 
hybrid aggregation is also based on score aggregation approach. 

Average aggregation and least misery aggregation are the two main approaches of 
score aggregation that have been proposed. [5] The former approach computes the group 
recommendation list by taking the average score for each item in the group members’ 
individual recommendation lists. The latter approach on the other hand generates the 
group recommendation list by taking the lowest score for each item in the group mem-
bers’ recommendation lists. Table 1 illustrates average and least misery aggregation 
methods. 

 
Table 1. Group recommendation scores with average and least misery aggregation meth-
ods for users A-E and the predicted score for each user for items i1-i3. 

 Prediction scores for users A-E Group recommendation score 
Item A B C D E Average aggregation Least misery 
i1 2 4 3 5 1 3 1 
i2 4 1 4 4 5 3.6 1 
i3 3 3 2 3 3 2.8 2 

 
There are obvious drawbacks to both approaches. In case there is an item that the 

majority of the group prefers, then average aggregation method will give a high score for 
that item in the group recommendation list disregarding the minority opinion (see item i2 
in Table 1). It is clear that by using average aggregation, user B would be quite unsatisfied 
for item i2, even though it has a high score in the group recommendation list. On the other 
hand, the least misery method takes the lowest score given for an item in the group mem-
bers’ individual recommendation lists as the group recommendation score. Thus, one 
group member can have disproportionate voting weight while also providing low overall 
preference scores in the group recommendation list (see items ii and i2 in Table 1). For 
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least misery method, item i2 has a very low score in the group recommendation list, even 
though it would be very suitable for most users in the group. Stratigi et al. [9] proposed a 
novel way of dynamically combining the average and least misery aggregation methods. 
In this thesis, both of the two proposed novel methods utilize average aggregation as the 
base aggregation method, but with additional adjustments. 

Other variations of score aggregation for group recommendations have also been pro-
posed. Ntoutsi et al. [20] proposed to arrange users into clusters of users with similar 
preferences. Then for each member of the group, collaborative filtering approach is used 
to get individual recommendations by using the users from the same cluster as the group 
member. Finally, the individual recommendation lists are aggregated to a group recom-
mendation list with a top-k algorithm. In this thesis, both of the two proposed methods 
use a high similarity threshold value to find the most similar users for a given group 
member. Then, these most similar users’ preferences are used to get individual group 
member recommendation lists with collaborative filtering. And finally, both of the two 
proposed methods utilize a novel aggregation method to combine the individual group 
members’ recommendation lists into a group recommendation list. Yuan et al. [7] pro-
posed a model that gives more influence for the users that have more expertise regarding 
the items that are recommended. The method gives different weights to the members in 
the aggregation phase according to the member influence. In this thesis, one of the pro-
posed novel methods uses a similar strategy. While Yuan et al. [7] give more weight to 
those users that have more expertise, the method proposed in this thesis gives more weight 
to those users that are less-than-average satisfied to the items in the group recommenda-
tion list. Kim et al. [6] proposed a two-stage group recommendation method for improv-
ing the satisfaction of the group members and recommendation effectiveness. In the first 
phase, the method uses the virtual user approach to combine group members’ profiles and 
collaborative filtering to generate a group recommendation list for that virtual user. In the 
second phase, the method removes items from the group recommendation list that are not 
preferred by the members of the group. In this thesis, one of the proposed methods simi-
larly uses a two-stage process where in the first stage the group recommendation list is 
generated, and in the second stage, the top items are reordered to minimize disagreement 
between the individual group members’ predicted preference and the score in the group 
list for each item. 

2.3. Multi-round recommendations 
In a multi-round recommendation scenario, the recommender system is required to pro-
vide recommendations in consecutive rounds. When applying standard recommendation 
methods to multi-round recommendations, there is an obvious setback: the methods do 
not take into account the results of the previous recommendation results. There are two 
main problems when making recommendations for sequence of consecutive rounds. First 
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of all, it is important to consider recommendations of the previous rounds so as to not 
recommend the exact same items for the present round. Secondly, there is another prob-
lem. If the group members are not equally satisfied for a recommendation result in a given 
round, there are no guarantees that the degree of satisfaction of the group members would 
even out during the recommendation sequence, without balancing the aggregation of the 
group recommendation list. Stratigi et al. [9] showed that standard group recommendation 
methods are not suitable for multi-round recommendations as they do not consider the 
degree of satisfaction of each group member during the recommendation sequence. 

Quadrana et al. [8] categorized multi-round recommendations to three categories 
based on the how much information is known on past interactions. The categories are 
last-N interactions-based recommendations, session-based recommendations and ses-
sion-aware recommendations. In the first category, only the last N user actions are con-
sidered when making the recommendations. The second category is based on the previous 
sequence of actions only. In the third category, the system has knowledge of both the 
interactions made in the past and the previous sequence of actions. In this thesis the third 
approach, session-aware recommendations, is applied when evaluating the performance 
of three multi-round group recommendation methods.  

2.4. Fairness in recommendations 
For single-user recommendations a recommender system has a relatively straightforward 
task: provide the user with recommendations with highest predicted user preference. 
There is another dimension in group recommendations: how to provide fair recommen-
dation results for all users in the group. Many different approaches can be considered 
when taking into account the fairness of recommendations for groups. Guzzi et al. [18] 
proposed an interactive approach in which the group members can communicate to get 
new recommendations based on the proposals of the other group members. Each member 
can make proposals regarding other group members’ recommendations. Then, each user 
can get new recommendations similar to these proposals. Machado et al. [22] studied a 
scenario in which fair recommendations are needed for generating the groups instead of 
making recommendations for groups. In their scenario there are a set of users with certain 
skills, and there is a need to assemble teams with multidisciplinary requirements. They 
argue that for fair overall results it is not wise to put the best users to a given team as 
those users are then unavailable to other teams. Instead, they propose a way to organize 
the users into teams in a fair way. For each team, they calculate a score that indicates how 
well the team members’ skills match the team skill requirements. Then, the teams are 
formed in such a way that minimizes the pairwise difference between the team scores. 
Kaya et al. [23] proposed a definition of fairness that takes into account the ranking of 
the items in the group recommendation list. Typically, the result of a group recommen-
dation is an ordered list of most relevant items. According to their definition of fairness, 
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a top-N group recommendation result is fair if each prefix of the top-N items is in balance 
regarding the preferences of each group member. What they mean is that the first item of 
the list should be balanced between the group members, as well as the first two items of 
the list when taken together, as well as the first three items of the list when taken together, 
and so on. Serbos et al. [19] defined two aspects of fairness: fairness proportionality and 
envy-freeness. Fairness proportionality defines that a user considers the results fair even 
though the result contains items with low relevance to that user as long as the result con-
tains at least m items with high relevance score to that user. Envy-freeness defines that a 
user considers the results fair as long as the result contains at least m items that the user 
does not feel envious about. Lin et al. [21] defined individual utility as a measure of how 
relevant the recommended items are to a user and proposed two definitions of fairness 
and social welfare. They defined fairness as the degree of imbalance between the group 
members’ individual utilities. Social welfare is the overall utility of the group calculated 
as the average of the group members’ individual utilities for a group recommendation list. 
Amer-Yahia et al. [5] utilized a consensus function that uses a weighted combination of 
two components, namely relevance and disagreement. In their function, relevance is de-
fined by using standard aggregation methods such as average aggregation. The compo-
nent for disagreement is defined in their work as average of pairwise differences of the 
item relevance scores for the group members or the mathematical variance of relevance 
scores for the item among group members. In this thesis, one of the proposed novel meth-
ods, average-min-disagreement utilizes similar strategy. While the consensus function 
uses a weighted combination of relevance and disagreement components, average-min-
disagreement method uses a two-stage strategy where the most relevant items are aggre-
gated first, and then the top items are sorted according to lowest disagreement between 
individual user relevance scores and the group recommendation relevance score. Stratigi 
et al. [9] proposed a measure of satisfaction for groups in a multi-round group recommen-
dation scenario. They defined that a recommendation result is fair for all members of the 
group when the result maximizes the overall group satisfaction, that is the average of 
individual user satisfaction, and minimizes the variance between group members’ indi-
vidual satisfaction scores, defined as group disagreement. This definition of fairness is 
used in this thesis, when evaluating the performance of two novel multi-round group rec-
ommendation methods in comparison with the hybrid aggregation method recently pro-
posed by Stratigi et al. [9].  

2.5. Recommendation quality 
Recommender systems typically provide a list of recommendations with most relevant 
items for the user. In order to evaluate the quality of results for a recommender system, 
[9] Stratigi et al. defined single user satisfaction and group satisfaction as a measure of 
recommendation result quality. They defined a single-user’s satisfaction by comparing 
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the user’s preference to the items in the group recommendation list and the user’s prefer-
ence to the items in the user’s individual recommendation list. Furthermore, they defined 
a group’s satisfaction as the average of the single-user satisfaction scores of all the mem-
bers in the group. In this thesis, the satisfaction measures defined by Stratigi et al. [9] are 
used to assess the satisfaction of a group and its members to the group recommendation 
results.  

The recommendation lists provided by recommender systems are typically ranked in 
order of relevance. Ranking quality, that is the order in which the items are presented in 
the recommendation list, can also be used to measure recommendation result quality. 
Vilakone et al. [10] and Zhang et al. [17] used Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain 
(NDCG) as a method for measuring the ranking quality of a recommender system. The 
NDCG takes into account the order of the items as they are presented in the recommen-
dation list. It is formally defined as 
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where DCG stands for discounted cumulative gain and IDCG is the ideal discounted cu-
mulative gain. DCG penalizes more relevant items that do not appear at a high position 
in the result list by reducing the graded relevance value logarithmically proportional to 
the position of the item in the recommendation result list. IDCG on the other hand calcu-
lates the ideal situation regarding the recommendation list so as if the items in the recom-
mendation list are presented in descending order with regards to the relevance of the items 
in the list. For a movie recommender the DCG is calculated with the top-N items in the 
actual order as they appear in the recommendation list, while IDCG score is calculated 
with the top-N items of the recommendation list sorted in descending order according to 
the predicted preference score. Typically, for a single-user recommendation the DCG and 
IDCG are equal as the item in the recommendation list appear in order of relevance (pre-
dicted preference score). For group recommendations, on the other hand, the items in the 
recommendation list do not appear in order of relevance, from a single user’s point of 
view. Thus, the DCG score can be calculated for each user by using the user’s predicted 
preference scores for the items in the group recommendation list in the order they are 
presented in the group recommendation list. The IDCG score is then calculated for each 
user by using the user’s predicted preference scores for the items in the group recommen-
dation list in ideal order for that user. In this thesis, the NDCG score is used as an addi-
tional recommendation result quality measure in the experimental evaluation of three 
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group recommendation methods, as it takes into account the order of appearance of the 
top items in a recommendation result list. 
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3. Multi-round group recommendations 
Three methods are used in this thesis for multi-round group recommendations. Each of 
the three methods follow a similar overall strategy for making group recommendations. 
The methods first generate an individual recommendation list for each group member and 
then utilize score aggregation approach to combine these individual recommendation lists 
into the group recommendation result. The methods calculate the individual recommen-
dation lists in the same way, but it is the score aggregation part where the methods differ. 

Each of the three recommendation methods uses collaborative filtering approach for 
generating the individual group members’ recommendation lists. A collaborative filtering 
recommender system finds similar users from the system and then recommends such 
items to the target user for which the similar users have given high ratings. A similar user 
in this context is a user that has rated identical items with the target user with similar 
ratings. The degree of similarity of users u and v can be estimated with Pearson correla-
tion [4] 

 
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) = 	 ∑ (%(,!3%(444)(%*,!3%*444)!∈,

5∑ (%(,!3%(444)"!∈, 5∑ (%*,!3%*444)"!∈,

 ,  (4) 

 
where ru,i is the rating of user u for item i, 𝑟62  is the average rating of user u and the i Î I 
summations are over the items that both the users u and v have rated. The degree of sim-
ilarity gets values sim(u,v) Î  [-1,1]. 

In order to generate a recommendation list for the user, a collaborative filtering rec-
ommender system predicts preference scores for new items for the user. A weighted ag-
gregation of similar users’ ratings can be used as the basis of the preference score predic-
tion. The degree of similarity of other users can be used as the weight in the preference 
score prediction by utilizing Pearson correlation (Equation 4). The predicted preference 
score for an item i for user u can be predicted with the Weighted Sum of Others’ Ratings 
[4] 

 
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑢, 𝑖) = 	 𝑟62 +

∑ 7+8(6,:)*∈- ∗(%*,!3%*444)
∑ 7+8(6,:)*∈-

 ,   (5) 

 
where 𝑟62  is the average rating of user u, 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) is the Pearson correlation similarity 
value for users u and v, rv,i is the rating of user v for item i and the v Î U summations are 
over all the users who have rated the item i. The items are then sorted in descending order 
according to the predicted score for the user. Typically, top-N items are presented to the 
user from the sorted recommendation list. 

In a given recommendation round, each of the three group recommendation methods 
uses their own way of aggregating the individual group members’ recommendation lists 
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into the group recommendation result. In order to compare the performance of the three 
proposed recommendation methods, the following measures are used for each method in 
the experimental study: group satisfaction, group disagreement, F-score, NDCG score. 

With group satisfaction the idea is to measure how satisfied the group members are 
to a given group recommendation result as individuals and as a group. Stratigi et al. [9] 
defined group satisfaction on two levels. For a single user in the group the satisfaction is 
defined by comparing the quality of the group recommendation result from the user’s 
point of view. The group’s satisfaction can then be measured as the average of the single 
user satisfaction scores. A single user’s satisfaction can be estimated by comparing the 
user’s predicted preference scores of the items in the group recommendation result to the 
user’s predicted preference scores of the ideal items for that user. The ideal items are the 
top items in the user’s individual recommendation list. Formal representation for the sat-
isfaction of user ui for the group recommendation list Gr is [9] 

 
𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑢+ , 𝐺𝑟) = 	
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where Equation (7) is the sum of predicted preference scores for user ui for the top-N 
items in the group recommendation list Gr and Equation (8) is the sum of predictions 
scores for the top-N items in the individual recommendation list 𝐴6! for user ui. Now, 
with single user satisfaction from Equation 6, the satisfaction of group G for a group 
recommendation list Gr is [9] 

 
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺, 𝐺𝑟) =

∑ 7?=(6!,#%)(!∈.

|#|
 ,   (9) 

 
that is the average satisfaction of group G. 

For a multi-round recommendation scenario, it is important to also consider the group 
satisfaction over a sequence of recommendations. The overall satisfaction of a group G 
after k recommendation rounds can be defined as  

 

𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑂(𝐺, 𝑘) =
∑ )%(6/>?=(#,#%/)
0
/1'

D
,  (10) 

 
where Grj is the group recommendation list at recommendation round j. 

With group disagreement the idea is to measure how satisfied the group members are 
compared to other group members for a given group recommendation list. A low group 
disagreement score indicates that the group members are evenly satisfied whereas a high 
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group disagreement indicates the opposite. In the experimental study in this thesis, the 
group disagreement definition defined by Stratigi et al. [9] is used to measure group dis-
agreement. Group disagreement can be estimated as the difference of the satisfaction 
scores of the most satisfied and least satisfied users in the group. The disagreement of 
group G for group recommendation list Gr is defined as [9] 

 
𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠(𝐺, 𝐺𝑟) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥6!∈#𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑢+ , 𝐺𝑟) − 𝑚𝑖𝑛6!∈#𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑢+ , 𝐺𝑟),  (11) 

 
where 𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑢+ , 𝐺𝑟) is the satisfaction of user ui that is defined in Equation 6. High disa-
greement score indicates that there is a large difference between the satisfaction scores of 
the most satisfied user and the least satisfied user in the group. A low disagreement score, 
on the other hand, indicates that there is a small difference in these satisfaction scores, 
and by definition, a small satisfaction score difference between all group members. 

For a multi-round recommendation scenario, it is important to also consider the group 
disagreement over a sequence of recommendations. The overall disagreement of a group 
G after k recommendation rounds can be defined as  

 

𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑂(𝐺, 𝑘) =
∑ )%(6/!+7(#,#%/)
0
/1'

D
,   (12) 

 
where Grj is the group recommendation list at recommendation round j. 

As method A might produce higher satisfaction scores than method B while method 
B could produce lower group disagreement score than method A, another measure is 
needed to be able to compare such two methods. Stratigi et al. [9] proposed F-score as a 
measure for combining group satisfaction and disagreement scores. F-score is formally 
defined as [9] 

 
F-score = 	2 )%(6/>?=E∗(-3)%(6/!+7)

)%(6/>?=E,(-3)%(6/!+7)
 .   (13) 

 
As each of the three methods provide a group recommendation list where the top-N 

items are ordered according to the relevance score, an additional measure is also used in 
the experimental study in this thesis for comparing the ranking quality of the methods 
from a single user’s point of view. For measuring the ranking quality of a group recom-
mendation list during the recommendation sequence, the NDCG score introduced in 
Equation 1 is calculated after each recommendation round for each group member. Then, 
to be able to consider the NDCG from the group’s point of view, the group NDCG score 
for group G and group recommendation list Gr is defined with Equation 1 as 
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𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑁𝐷𝐶𝐺(𝐺, 𝐺𝑟) =
∑ F!"#(6!,#%)(!∈.

|#|
	,   (14) 

 
that is the average NDCG score for group G. 

For a multi-round recommendation scenario, it is important to also consider the group 
NDCG score over a sequence of recommendations. The overall NDCG score of a group 
G after k recommendation rounds can be defined as  

 

𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑁𝐷𝐶𝐺𝑂(𝐺, 𝑘) =
∑ )%(6/F!"#(#,#%/)
0
/1'

D
,  (15) 

 
where Grj is the group recommendation list at recommendation round j. 
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4. Methods 
In this chapter we introduce and present the details of all three methods proposed for 
realizing multi-round group recommendations. In Section 4.1. we introduce the sequential 
hybrid aggregation method proposed by Stratigi et al. [9]. In Sections 4.2.-4.3., we intro-
duce two novel group recommendation methods: adjusted average aggregation method 
and average-min-disagreement aggregation method. 

4.1. Sequential hybrid aggregation 
The sequential hybrid aggregation (SHA) method is a multi-round group recommenda-
tion method that uses a weighted combination of average aggregation and least misery 
aggregation approaches and dynamically adjusts the weights during a group recommen-
dation sequence. The SHA method aims to provide highly relevant results to the group 
while being fair for all users of the group. The SHA method uses a modified least misery 
aggregation, where the least misery function returns the least satisfied user’s predicted 
score for a given item. By giving more influence to the least satisfied user, the SHA 
method aims to keep all group members satisfied. SHA calculates the preference score 
for group G for item i at iteration j and is formally defined as  
 

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐺, 𝑖, 𝑗) = =1 − 𝛼G? ∗ 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐺, 𝑖, 𝑗) +	𝛼G ∗ 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐺, 𝑖, 𝑗), (16) 
 

where 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐺, 𝑖, 𝑗) is the score of item i as it is computed by average aggregation 
method during iteration j, and 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐺, 𝑖, 𝑗) is the least satisfied user’s score of item 
i at iteration j. The weight a is calculated dynamically at each iteration by subtracting the 
minimum satisfaction score of the group members in the previous iteration, from the max-
imum satisfaction score as  

 
𝛼G = 𝑚𝑎𝑥6∈#𝑠𝑎𝑡=𝑢, 𝐺𝑟G3-? − 𝑚𝑖𝑛6∈#𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑢, 𝐺𝑟G3-).   (17) 
 

The SHA method was shown to outperform typical group recommendation methods 
in a multi-round group recommendation scenario [9].  Nevertheless, there remain some 
possible improvements from the SHA method. First of all, the SHA method only consid-
ers one unsatisfied user (the least satisfied user). In a scenario where there are multiple 
unsatisfied users, other approaches might perform better when trying to get high quality 
results for the group while ensuring fairness for the whole group. In Section 4.2. we pro-
pose a novel multi-round group recommendation method that aims to achieve that by 
giving more influence to all users that are less satisfied that on average in the group. 
Secondly, in Section 4.3 we propose another novel method that aims to outperform the 
SHA method with a slightly different approach: by recommending to the group items that 
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are highly relevant but for which there is small difference in the aggregated group score 
and the individual group members’ predicted preference scores. 

4.2. Sequential adjusted average aggregation 
Sequential adjusted average aggregation (SADJA) method is one of the two novel multi-
round group recommendation methods. While SHA only considers one unsatisfied user 
in the group, SADJA is designed to consider multiple unsatisfied users in a group. The 
main idea in SADJA is that it gives more influence to those group members, whose sat-
isfaction score in the previous recommendation round was less than the average satisfac-
tion score in that round. While SHA picks the least satisfied user’s predicted score and 
then aggregates the group score as a combination of the least satisfied user’s score and 
standard average aggregation score, SADJA, on the other hand, considers all such users 
unsatisfied, who are less satisfied than the group average. Then, SADJA utilizes standard 
average aggregation to calculate group recommendation scores for items in the group 
recommendation list but gives extra weight to all unsatisfied users. 

The SADJA method is based on weighted average aggregation in which the weights 
are adjusted dynamically according to group member satisfaction scores. The SADJA 
method calculates for group G the preference score for item i at iteration j and can be 
formally defined as  

 
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑆𝐴𝐷𝐽𝐴(𝐺, 𝑖, 𝑗) =

∑ H(!,/	∗	/%&J(6,+)(!∈.

|#|
 ,  (18) 

 
where 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑢, 𝑖) is the predicted preference score for user u for item i (Equation 5) and 
𝑤6!,G is the weight for user u at iteration j according to the satisfaction scores from previ-
ous round. The weight w is defined as 

 

𝑤6!,G = O
1, 𝑖𝑓	𝑠𝑎𝑡=𝑢+ , 𝐺𝑟G3-? > 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺, 𝐺𝑟G3-)		

1 + ω6!,G , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒	
,  (19) 

 
where 𝑠𝑎𝑡=𝑢+ , 𝐺𝑟G3-? is the satisfaction score for user u for group recommendation list 
Gr at iteration j-1 (Equation 6), 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑆𝑎𝑡(𝐺, 𝐺𝑟G3-) is the average group satisfaction 
score for group G for group recommendation list Gr at iteration j-1 (Equation 9) and ω6!,G 
is a calculation coefficient for user u at iteration j that is defined as 

 

ω6!,G = O
𝜔K ∗ 𝑓6/&' , 𝑖𝑓	𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑢+ , 𝑖) > 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐺, 𝑖, 𝑗)

−𝜔K ∗ 𝑓6/&' ,			𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 ,  (20) 
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where 𝜔K is a static coefficient and 𝑓6/&' is defined as the difference between the group’s 

average satisfaction and the satisfaction score of the user u at iteration j-1 using Equations 
6 and 9 

 
𝑓6/&' = 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑆𝑎𝑡=𝐺, 𝐺𝑟G3-? − 𝑠𝑎𝑡=𝑢+ , 𝐺𝑟G3-?.   (21) 

 
From Equation 19 it can be seen that for a user with a higher satisfaction than the 

average from the previous iteration, the weight 𝑤6!,G = 1 and that user will get no addi-
tional influence when aggregating the group recommendation list with Equation 18.  But 
for those users that have a lower satisfaction score than average from the previous round, 
they will get more additional influence in Equation 18 determined by ω6!,G. The coeffi-
cient 𝜔K is a static value: various values for 𝜔K were experimented before the actual group 
recommendation method comparison with 𝜔K Î [0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.25, 1.5, 2]. These pre-
experiments indicated that coefficient 𝜔K = 0.25 would give the best overall results for 
SADJA method. In Equation 20, the calculation coefficient ω6!,G is positive if the user’s 
predicted preference for item i is higher that the group’s average predicted preference for 
that item (the additional influence for that user in Equation 18 becomes 𝑤6!,G = 1 + 	𝜔K ∗
𝑓6/&', and the coefficient is negative if the user’s predicted preference is for item i is lower 

that the group’s average predicted preference for that item (the additional influence for 
that user in Equation 18 becomes 𝑤6!,G = 1 − 	𝜔K ∗ 𝑓6/&'). As the ω6!,G coefficient is only 

considered for users with lower satisfaction than average (Equation 19), the idea is to give 
more influence to the less than average satisfied users by “pushing” the average rating of 
item i more towards their individual predicted preference of that item.  

With Equation 21 it can be seen that the degree of additional influence given to the 
less than average satisfied group members depend on the magnitude of the difference 
between the satisfaction score of that user’s satisfaction score and the group’s average 
satisfaction. So, a user with a very low satisfaction score compared to the average satis-
faction in the previous round will get more additional influence in the current round 
(higher value for 𝑓6/&') compared to a user whose satisfaction is only slightly lower than 

the average satisfaction in the previous round. 

4.3. Average-min-disagreement aggregation 
Average-min-disagreement aggregation (AMD) method is the second of the two novel 
group recommendation methods. The AMD method has a different approach for the score 
aggregation phase of the group recommendation procedure compared to the SHA and 
SADJA methods. Whereas SHA and SADJA concentrate on giving more influence for 
the less satisfied users in a group, the AMD method aims to minimize the difference be-
tween an item’s group score and the individual group members’ individual scores for that 
item and through that provide acceptable results for the whole group. In contrast to SHA 
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and SADJA methods, the AMD method treats all group members similarly in the group 
aggregation phase whether or not they were satisfied in the previous round. 

The AMD method is a two-stage process. It is not a multi-round group recommenda-
tion method as such, but instead it can be used for both single-use recommendation sce-
narios and multi-round recommendation scenarios. In the first stage, the group recom-
mendation list is generated using standard average aggregation method. In the second 
stage, the AMD method takes the top-K items from the group recommendation list and 
reorders them by minimizing the difference between the group score and the group mem-
bers’ predicted scores for the items. The AMD method’s main emphasis is to provide 
recommendations with low disagreement between the group members regarding the items 
in the final group recommendation list. And by taking the top-K items generated by aver-
age aggregation in the first stage before reordering them, AMD is still able to provide 
highly relevant items in the group recommendation result list. 

Various values for K were experimented before the actual group recommendation 
method comparison with K Î [50, 100, 200, 300]. These pre-experiments indicated that, 
in the scenario used in the experiment, choosing a high K value would lead to more rele-
vant results in the group recommendation list (higher group satisfaction) while a lower K 
value would lead to lower disagreement between the group members regarding the group 
recommendation list (lower group disagreement). These pre-experiments indicated that 
K = 200 would give the best overall results for AMD method. 

So, after the first stage of AMD method, the group recommendation list consists of 
the top-K items according to the predicted group preference score (aggregated as average 
of group members’ individual predicted preferences). At the second stage the method 
calculates score disagreement for each of the top-K items. For each of these items, the 
method calculates the difference between the group score and each group members’ in-
dividual predicted score, that is, the score disagreement between each users’ individual 
predicted preference score and the predicted group score (Equation 22). With these score 
disagreement values, the method then calculates for each item the group score disagree-
ment value (Equation 25) by subtracting the item’s minimum score disagreement value 
(Equation 24) from the maximum score disagreement value (Equation 23). Finally, the 
AMD method then reorders the top-K items in descending order according to the group 
score disagreement value. The final group recommendation list then consists of highly 
relevant items with low disagreement between the group members’ individual predicted 
scores. 

The steps of the second stage of the AMD method can be with Algorithm 1 defined 
as 
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Algorithm 1. The steps of the second stage of the AMD method. 
Step 1:   𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠(𝑢, 𝑖) = U /%&J(6,+)

?:)>L(%&(#,+)
− 1U   (22) 

Step 2.1:   𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠(𝐺, 𝑖) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥6∈#𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠(𝑢, 𝑖)  (23) 
Step 2.2:   𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠(𝐺, 𝑖) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛6∈#𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠(𝑢, 𝑖)   (24) 
Step 3:    𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠(𝐺, 𝑖) − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠(𝐺, 𝑖), (25) 
 

where Step 1 calculates the disagreement for user u’s predicted score for item i, where 
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑢, 𝑖) is the user’s predicted preference score for the item (Equation 5) 
and	𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝐺, 𝑖) is for group G the average aggregation score for item i. Steps 2.1 and 
2.2 calculate for group G the maximum and minimum score disagreement for item i using 
Equation 22. Step 3 then calculates for group G the group score disagreement for item i 
by subtracting the maximum score disagreement from the minimum score disagreement. 
From Step 3 it can be seen that it follows similar strategy that is used also for group 
disagreement (satisfaction-wise) calculation with Equation 11. After executing steps 1-3 
for each item in the top-K group recommendation list, AMD method reorders the K items 
in order of ascending 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐷𝑖𝑠 values. 
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5. Experimental setup 
Two novel multi-round group recommendation methods, sequential adjusted average ag-
gregation (SADJA) and average-min-disagreement aggregation (AMD) were proposed 
in Sections 4.2. and 4.3. An experiment was designed to study the performance of these 
two novel methods. In addition to the two proposed methods, the recently introduced 
sequential hybrid aggregation (SHA) method (see Section 4.1) was used in the experi-
ment as a baseline method for multi-round group recommendation performance. 

For each of the above-mentioned recommendation methods, the recommendation 
procedure is the same. Each recommendation method is applied to a stable group of five 
users for a 15-round group recommendation sequence. After each round, the recommen-
dation method recommends the group the 10 items with the highest group preference 
score. The items recommended by a method in a given round will not be recommended 
again by that method in the following rounds, so as not to recommend same movies more 
than once. In practice, the three recommendation methods (SADJA, AMD, SHA) were 
computed in parallel for each group, but they were handled separately with no effects 
between the methods. 

In order to evaluate the methods in different scenarios, distinct types of groups were 
used (see Section 5.1) with different degrees of similarity between the users in a group. 
For each group type, 100 groups were generated. The results for each group type were 
calculated as an average over 100 groups. 

A Python script was developed by the author to handle the experiment procedure. The 
experiment was executed in two stages. In the first stage, the script was used to generate 
100 groups for each of the selected group types (see Section 5.1). Algorithm 2 illustrates 
the first stage of the experiment.  
 
Algorithm 2. Pseudocode for the first stage of the evaluation procedure: generating the 
groups for each group type (see Section 5.1.). 

GROUPTYPES = [all-similar, 4+1, 3+2, 3+1+1, all-dissimilar]                      // a list 
GROUPS = {all-similar : [], 4+1 : [], 3+2 : [], 3+1+1 : [], all-dissimilar : []} // a dict 
for type in GROUPTYPES: 

          grouplist = []   // initialize an empty list 
          for i = 1...100:   // repeat 100 times (create 100 groups) 

       group = createGroup()  // generate group (where group type = type) 
              grouplist.append(group)  //  add generated group to the list 
          GROUPS[type] = grouplist  // finally, add generated list of groups to the dict 
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In the second stage, the script was used to perform group recommendations for the 
generated groups one by one. For each group, the group recommendations were per-
formed in a sequence consisting of 15 rounds. At each round, group recommendations 
were calculated with each method. Then, after each round, the script calculates group 
satisfaction, group disagreement, F-score and NDCG score for each method. Algorithm 
3 illustrates the second stage of the experiment procedure. 

 
Algorithm 3. Pseudocode for the second stage of the evaluation procedure: calculating 
group recommendations for each group (see Algorigthm 2) with multi-round group rec-
ommendation methods (see Section 4.1.-4.3). 

for type in GROUPS.Keys():   // go through group types one by one 
    groups = GROUPS[type]   // get the groups (a list of 100 groups) 
    for group in groups:    // loop through the groups one by one 
        for i = 1…15:    // go through 15 recommendation rounds 
            for method in METHODS:   // use the methods one by one 
                calculate and save  // calculate and save results for each method 

 
The data set used in the experiment and additional constraints are explained in Sec-

tions 5.2.-5.3. The results of the experiment are presented in Section 6 with analysis and 
comparison of method performance. 

5.1. Group types 
In the experiment the group recommendations are calculated for stable groups consisting 
of five users. Stratigi et al. [9] used several types of small groups (groups of five users) 
with different degrees of similarity between the group members in an experimental study 
of different multi-round recommendation methods. Each of those group types included at 
least one user that was dissimilar with the other users in a group. In this thesis, the same 
types of groups are implemented in the experiment as those can be used to evaluate group 
recommendation methods in diverse scenarios. In addition to the group types used by 
Stratigi et al. [9], one additional group type was used in the experiment in this thesis: a 
group type in which all users in the group are similar with each other.  

Formally, the experiment was performed utilizing distinct group types where each 
group is formed from subgroups with the following characteristics: 

• Each user in a subgroup shares a similarity value higher than cgroup-similarity. 

• Users from different subgroups share a similarity value lower than cgroup-disimilarity. 
Five distinct group types fulfilling these characteristics were used: all-similar, 4+1, 3+2, 
3+1+1, all-dissimilar. The group type names represent the composition of each group 
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type. The group types are explained below in table Table 2. 100 groups were generated 
from the ratings data for each group type. 

 
Table 2. The groups used in the experiment. 
Group type Subgroup analogy Explanation 
all-similar A group consisting of one sub-

group with 5 users. 
Each user is similar with each other. 

4+1 A group consisting of two sub-
groups with 4 and 1 users. 

4 users are similar with each other, 1 
user is dissimilar with all users. 

3+2 A group consisting of two sub-
groups with 3 and 2 users. 

3 users are similar with each other (sub-
group 1), 2 users are similar with each 
other (subgroup 2). Users in subgroup 1 
are dissimilar with users in subgroup 2. 

3+1+1 A group consisting of three sub-
groups with 3, 1 and 1 users. 

3 users are similar with each other. The 
other 1+1 users are dissimilar with all 
users. 

all-dissimi-
lar 

A group consisting of 5 subgroups 
with 1 user in each subgroup. 

Each user is dissimilar with each other. 

 
A sample similarity matrix for a generated group is shown in Table 3. The table indi-

cates that users A, B and E are similar with each other with similarity values higher than 
cgroup-similarity. User C is dissimilar with all users with similarity values lower than cgroup-
dissimilarity. User D is also dissimilar with all users with similarity values lower than cgroup-
dissimilarity. 
 
Table 3. A sample similarity matrix for a group 3+1+1 with users A, B, C, D, E and 
similarity values between users with cgroup-similarity = 0.5 and cgroup-dissimilarity = -0.5. 

 A B C D E 
A  0.631 -0.655 -0.716 0.763 
B 0.631  -0.558 -0.671 0.746 
C -0.655 -0.558  -0.602 -0.502 
D -0.716 -0.671 -0.602  -0.719 
E 0.763 0.746 -0.502 -0.719  

 

5.2. Additional constraints 
Two additional constraints were used when considering the similarity of users from the 
ratings data. As there are over 70 000 users in the chosen data set, it is not necessarily 
practical to calculate similarity value for each user in the data set. Secondly, in case there 
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are two users u1 and u2, who only have rated very few identical movies, the Pearson cor-
relation value for these two users do not necessarily give a very accurate estimate on the 
true similarity of these two users. Therefore, in the scope of this work, a constraint m for 
the minimum number of identical movies rated by two users was implemented when con-
sidering the similarity of two users. When considering user u and users U, the similarity 
value is only calculated for such users from U that have rated at least m = 6 identical 
movies with user u, where users U are all the users in the ratings data except user u. The 
similarity value is calculated with Equation 4. 

In addition, a correlation threshold c was used to prune similar and dissimilar users 
from users U who already fulfill the m constraint. In the scope of this work, similar users 
are the users who share a similarity value higher than csimilarity. Dissimilar users are the 
users who share a similarity value lower than cdissimilarity. Different values for the correla-
tion threshold c were implemented in the experiment: 

• Two users in a group are considered similar when they share a similarity value 
higher than cgroup-similarity = 0.5. 

• Two users in a group are considered dissimilar when they share a similarity value 
lower than cgroup-dissimilarity = -0.5. 

• When calculating recommendations for a single user with Equation 5, a higher 
similarity value threshold was used to get higher quality predictions. In this con-
text users from U are considered similar with the target user u when they share 
a similarity value higher than csimilarity = 0.7. 

For SADJA method there is also the adjustable static coefficient 𝜔K. For the experi-
mental study 𝜔K = 0.25 was used (see Section 4.2.). For AMD method there is also one 
adjustable parameter K that is used to take the top-K items from the group recommenda-
tion result calculated in the first stage of method AMD before the second stage. For the 
experimental study K = 200 was used (see Section 4.3.). The main constraints are sum-
marized in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Additional constraints used in the experiment. 
Constrain Value Explanation 
m 6 The minimum number of identical movies rated by two users. 
cgroup-similarity 0.5 The similarity threshold for similar users in a group. 
cgroup-dissimilarity -0.5 The dissimilarity threshold for dissimilar users in a group. 
csimilarity 0.7 The similarity threshold for predicting recommendations. 
𝝎𝟎 0.25 Static coefficient used for SADJA method. 
K 200 The parameter used for AMD (top-K items). 
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5.3. Data set 
GroupLens from the Department of Computer Science and Engineering at the University 
of Minnesota provides several data sets of different sizes for movie ratings. This group 
provides the MovieLens movie rating data sets with 100 000, 1 million, 10 million and 
20 million ratings, among others. The data set with 10 million ratings was decided to be 
sufficiently large for the experiment. The data used in the experiment was the MovieLens 
10M Dataset [1] with 10 000 054 ratings of 10 681 movies. The data set contains ratings 
by 71 567 users where each user has rated at least 20 movies. The ratings are made on a 
scale of 0.5 - 5.0 stars with half-star increments. 
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6. Results 
To be able to compare the performance of the three group recommendation methods 
(SHA, SADJA, AMD), below is presented the results for group satisfaction (Equation 
10), group disagreement (Equation 12), F-score (Equation 13) and group NDCG score 
(Equation 15) for each method. Each of these measures are calculated after 5, 10 and 15 
recommendation rounds and the results are aggregated as an average of 100 groups. In 
addition, the results of the experiment are presented separately for each group type. For 
example, Figure 1.1 shows group satisfaction results for group type all-similar and it can 
be seen that with both SHA and SADJA methods the group satisfaction after 5 recom-
mendation rounds is approximately 0.8 on average over 100 groups. 
 
Group satisfaction 
Figures 1.1-1.5 show the results for group satisfaction for all five group types. Group 
satisfaction follows a similar pattern in all group type scenarios for all three methods: for 
AMD the group satisfaction remains approximately constant through the 15-round rec-
ommendation sequence while for SHA and SADJA methods the group satisfaction de-
creases almost linearly in each scenario. Methods SHA and SADJA provide higher group 
satisfaction than AMD across all group types, according to Figures 1.1-1.5. Group satis-
faction with methods SHA and SADJA seem to follow almost an identical pattern. 

Overall, it seems that the level of group satisfaction is the highest for group type all-
similar and the lowest for group type all-dissimilar while the group satisfaction results 
are approximately the same with group types 3+2 and 3+1+1 with all three methods. 

 
Group disagreement 
Figures 2.1-2.5 show the results for group disagreement for all five group types. Again, 
group disagreement results follow a similar pattern across all group type scenarios for all 
three methods: for SHA and SADJA method the group disagreement remains relatively 
constant trough the 15-round recommendation sequence while the group disagreement 
slightly increases as the recommendation sequence progresses. 

AMD provides the lowest group disagreement, according to Figures 2.1.-2.5., while 
SHA provides the highest group disagreement in all group type scenarios and at all rec-
ommendation sequence intervals. SADJA has slightly lower group disagreement values 
than SHA, with approximately a 0.10-point difference in each data point in the results. 

Overall, it seems that group disagreement is the highest for group type all-dissimilar 
and the lowest for group type all-similar with all methods while the group disagreement 
results are approximately the same with group types 3+2 and 3+1+1 with all three meth-
ods. 
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Figure 1.1. Group satisfaction: group type all-similar (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 1.2. Group satisfaction: group type 4+1 (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 1.3. Group satisfaction: group type 3+2 (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 1.4. Group satisfaction: group type 3+1+1 (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 1.5. Group satisfaction: group type all-dissimilar (100 groups average). 
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Figure 2.1. Group disagreement: group type all-similar (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 2.2. Group disagreement: group type 4+1 (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 2.3. Group disagreement: group type 3+2 (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 2.4. Group disagreement: group type 3+1+1 (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 2.5. Group disagreement: group type all-dissimilar (100 groups average). 
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F-score 
Figures 3.1-3.5 show the results for F-score for all five group types. For all three methods 
the F-score decreases as the recommendation sequence progresses: for AMD the F-score 
remains almost constant with only a slight decrease during the 15-round recommendation 
sequence while for SHA and SADJA there is a steeper reduction in the F-score values. 

Figures 3.1-3.5 show that after a 5-round recommendation sequence, SADJA 
achieves the highest F-score values with each group type. In all group type scenarios, 
SHA has the lowest F-score except for group type all-similar (Figure 3.1.) where the 
AMD has the lowest F-score value. 

In three of the five group types (4+1, 3+2, all-dissimilar), AMD has the highest F-
score after a 10-round recommendation sequence, while AMD and SADJA achieve ap-
proximately the same F-score with group types all-similar and 3+1+1. As the recommen-
dation rounds progress, the F-score value for SADJA decreases more steeply than for 
AMD and after a 15-round recommendation sequence, AMD achieves the highest F-score 
values with all group types. The SHA method provides the lowest F-score values at all 
data points, except for after a 5-round recommendation sequence with group type all-
similar, where it has the second highest F-score, according to Figure 3.1. 

Overall, it seems that F-score is the highest for group type all-similar and the lowest 
for group type all-dissimilar while the F-score results for group types 3+2 and 3+1+1 
are approximately the same. 

 
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) 
Figures 4.1-4.5 show the results for NDCG score in all group type scenarios. For AMD 
the NDCG score decreases as the recommendation rounds progress, while on the contrary, 
the NDCG score increases for methods SHA and SADJA. According to Figures 4.1.-4.5., 
AMD achieves the highest NDCG score values in all scenarios, even though the NDCG 
score curve has a relatively steep decreasing curve. The NDCG score values for SHA and 
SADJA are almost the same, with SHA method providing slightly higher NDCG score in 
all data points. 

Overall, it seems that the NDCG score is the highest for group type all-similar and 
the lowest for group type all-dissimilar for all methods. NDCG score results for group 
types 3+2 and 3+1+1 are approximately the same.  
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Figure 3.1. F-score: group type all-similar (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 3.2. F-score: group type 4+1 (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 3.3. F-score: group type 3+2 (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 3.4. F-score: group type 3+1+1 (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 3.5. F-score: group type all-dissimilar (100 groups average). 
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Figure 4.1. NDCG score: group type all-similar (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 4.2. NDCG score: group type 4+1 (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 4.3. NDCG score: group type 3+2 (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 4.4. NDCG score: group type 3+1+1 (100 groups average). 

 
Figure 4.5. NDCG score: group type all-dissimilar (100 groups average). 
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6.1. Analysis 
Both of the proposed two novel group recommendation methods, SADJA and AMD, were 
presented in Section 4. with possible improvements in performance in comparison with 
the SHA method, with regards to group satisfaction and group disagreement. Extensive 
experiments were carried out to compare the performance of the three methods in varied 
scenarios with five distinctly different group types. 

Some interesting observations can be made from the results of the experiment. First 
of all, while SHA and SADJA achieve high group satisfaction results, the group satisfac-
tion decreases when the recommendation rounds progress, according to Figures 1.1.-1.5. 
AMD on the other hand does not achieve as high group satisfaction results as the other 
two methods, but it can provide uniform group satisfaction throughout the 15-round rec-
ommendation sequence in all group type scenarios. 

Secondly, for SADJA and SHA methods the group disagreement remains relatively 
constant through the 15-round recommendation sequence. This kind of behavior might 
be due to the fact that both SHA and SADJA method utilize dynamic adjustment of the 
weights in score aggregation to balance the disagreement in the group during the recom-
mendation sequence. On the other hand, with AMD the group disagreement increases as 
the recommendation sequence progresses. AMD method does not consider individual 
group members’ satisfaction or disagreement as such but concentrates on the score disa-
greement, which might be the reason to increasing group disagreement as the recommen-
dation rounds progress. Nevertheless, it is important to note that regardless of the increas-
ing group disagreement, the AMD method still achieves the lowest group disagreement 
values in all group types. It is particularly notable that AMD achieves the lowest group 
disagreement values, even though it is “blind” to group member satisfaction and disa-
greement from previous recommendation rounds. 

In addition, it is interesting to note that with all three methods and with all four 
measures (group satisfaction, group disagreement, F-score, NDCG score) the result pat-
terns do not vary much between the different group types. The levels of the result scores 
differ as expected (higher group satisfaction for group type all-similar than for group type 
all-dissimilar, and the opposite for group disagreement, for example), but each method 
perform in a similar manner regardless of the group type. 

According to group satisfaction results (Figures 1.1.-1.5.) and group disagreement 
results (Figures 2.1.-2.5.) the results for SHA and SADJA follow a similar pattern in all 
scenarios. This is likely due to the similar score aggregation strategy utilized by both 
methods. As explained in Section 4., both SADJA and SHA utilize score aggregation with 
dynamically changing weights and give more influence to one unsatisfied user (SHA) or 
all unsatisfied users (SADJA). The approach used by SADJA seem to work better: the 
group satisfaction is equally high with SADJA and SHA methods, according to group 
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satisfaction results in Figures 1.1.-1.5., while the group disagreement results are lower for 
SADJA in all group type scenarios and at each step of the 15-round recommendation 
sequence. As SADJA achieves lower group disagreement with equally high group satis-
faction compared to SHA, it is not surprising that the F-score is also higher for SADJA 
method in all scenarios. 

The comparison between SHA and AMD is not as straightforward. According to 
group satisfaction results (Figures 1.1.-1.5.), SHA outperforms AMD in all scenarios. On 
the other hand, AMD achieves clearly lower group disagreement in all scenarios, accord-
ing to Figures 2.1.-2.5. The F-score is useful as it can be used to consider both group 
satisfaction and group disagreement at the same time: Figures 3.1.-3.1. show that AMD 
achieves higher F-score in all group types, and at each step of the 15-round recommen-
dation sequence. These results suggest that AMD has better overall performance with 
very low group disagreement but with a small sacrifice in group satisfaction. It seems that 
the strategy of AMD works as designed and explained in Section 4.: to provide highly 
relevant recommendations with low group disagreement. 

The comparison of SADJA and AMD is similar to the comparison of SHA and AMD: 
SADJA achieves higher group satisfaction scores while AMD achieves lower group dis-
agreement. When comparing the performance of SADJA and AMD with F-score, the re-
sult is not obvious. Figures 3.1.-3.5. indicate that for small number of recommendation 
rounds, SADJA method would be a safe bet as it outperforms AMD in all group types. 
On the other hand, it seems that for longer multi-round recommendation sequences, AMD 
could be a better choice as it performs better than SADJA in the later recommendation 
rounds. 

The results for NDCG scores in Figures 4.1.-4.5. show that AMD method achieves 
clearly higher NDCG score values in all scenarios, compared to SHA and SADJA. This 
does not come as a surprise, as the NDCG is a measure of recommendation result quality 
with regards to the order of the items in the result list. As the AMD method sorts the top-
K items in the result list according to score disagreement, it seems that it manages to 
provide results where the order of the items is more favorable to the group, compared to 
SHA and SADJA methods. 

One interesting observation is that for each method, the method performs in a similar 
pattern across all group types regardless of if the group members are similar or dissimilar. 
This indicates that the results of this experiment should give valuable information when 
choosing a multi-round group recommendation method, even if the degree of similarity 
between a group’s users is not known. 

Overall, the results show that the two proposed novel group recommendation methods 
outperform the recently introduced SHA method. In our experiment, both of the proposed 
methods achieve higher F-score results with five different group types for a 15-round 
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recommendation sequence. In addition, the results suggest that in some cases the choice 
of a recommendation method for a multi-round group recommendation sequence depends 
on what is the main emphasis of the recommendation procedure. For highest group satis-
faction with good overall results, the proposed SADJA method is the best choice. But if 
low group disagreement is wanted while maintaining high group satisfaction, the pro-
posed AMD method is the best choice. 
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7. Conclusions 
In this thesis, two novel group recommendation methods were proposed: sequential ad-
justed average aggregation (SADJA) and average-min-disagreement aggregation (AMD). 
SADJA aims to give more influence to those users in the group that are less satisfied than 
average by utilizing weighed average aggregation, where the weights are adjusted dy-
namically during the recommendation sequence. AMD introduced a measure of score 
disagreement, that is the difference between the individual group members’ predicted 
preference score for an item and the predicted group score for that item. AMD utilizes a 
two-stage procedure where highly relevant items for the group are searched first and the 
top items are then reordered by minimizing the score disagreement. 

An experiment was designed to evaluate the performance of these two methods. Sev-
eral types of groups with different degrees of similarity between the group members were 
used in the experiment to test the methods in various scenarios for a 15-round recommen-
dation sequence. A recently introduced sequential hybrid aggregation (SHA) method was 
used in the experiment as the baseline method for current multi-round group recommen-
dations. The performance of the methods was measured using group satisfaction, group 
disagreement, F-score and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). NDCG 
measure was implemented to test the effect of the order of the items in the group recom-
mendation list at a given round, as the other methods only consider the group recommen-
dation list as unorganized, so as they do not give any importance to the ordering of the 
items in the result list.  

The results of the experiment show that SADJA achieves its target, that is, low group 
disagreement, while maintaining highly relevant results for the group. The results also 
show that AMD achieves very low group disagreement across all group types with only 
a small sacrifice in group disagreement. In addition, the experimental results show that 
both SADJA and AMD methods outperform SHA across all group type scenarios. Ac-
cording to the results, SADJA method provides better overall results than AMD in the 
earlier recommendation rounds, but AMD outperforms SADJA in the latter rounds. On 
the other hand, if minimizing group disagreement is the main emphasis when choosing a 
group recommendation method for a multi-round recommendation scenario, then AMD 
method is the better choice as it achieves clearly lower group disagreement in all group 
type scenarios. The NDCG score results indicate that with AMD, the items in the group 
recommendation list are in more favorable order for the group members, compared to 
SADJA and SHA methods. 

One additional benefit of AMD is that it can be used without knowledge of the pre-
vious recommendation rounds. So, AMD can be expected to provide good results for 
single-use group recommendations as well as multi-round group recommendations. Fur-
ther still, the AMD method has an edge over SHA and SADJA methods in the first round 
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of a recommendation sequence as the dynamic adjusted weights for SADJA and SHA can 
only by used after the first round whereas AMD method operates with full capacity from 
the start. 
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